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M5board link here: 

What I initially coded. More to come later: 

2)  Legal disclaimer delete.  Module: CAPPL= legal_discl.  Change to nicht_aktiv.   
 
3) iDrive entertainment default screen Module: CAPPL = va_fb_entertainment aktiv 
 
4) Key in Ignition gong stops. Module: KOMBI =  cc_zuendschluessel nicht_aktiv 
 
5) Seat belt gongs stop. Module:  ABG = sbr_beifaher and sbr_faher nicht_aktiv 
 
6)  HUD directionals show in HUD.  Module: HUD = blinker_ausstattung aktiv.   
 
7)  bc digital display KOMBI =  bc_digital_v aktiv. 
This adds an addition option when you press the bc stalk (MPG, Oil level, etc).  The 
additional option is the car's speed equal to the speedometer and HUD speed.  Now 
add item 4 below..... 
 

8) fan speed light in auto mode. Module: IHKA = gebl_anzeige_auto aktiv. 
This will enable the small lights outside the fan speed so they (only one is on at any 
time), to show the fan speed when in auto mode. It's a good visual to have 
 
9)  light sensor sensitivity = Module: RLS = flc_schwellwert_says wert_02 and 
wert_03 very sensitive. 
The options are to increase or decrease the auto headlight sensor (which is located in 
the circuitry above the rear view mirror), so the headlights can be more or less sensitive 
to outside sunlight/tunnels/etc.  I happen to liek more sensitive so they react more often. 
 Some like less sensitive, which is wert 01.  Matter of preference.  Wert 2 the default is 
'normal' 
 
10) bc real speed = korrektur . Module: KOMBI = bc_digital_v_korrektur nicht_aktiv. 
This changes the way item #1 reads speed. Instead of tire rotation it uses GPS from the 
Nav, so it gives a true speed.  usually 2-4 MPH less than the speedometer/HUD show. 
 They're related so do both.   
 
11) Eject key fob w engine off. Module: CAS = KOMFORT_EJECT aktiv. 
This will eject the key fob when its inserted in the steering column when the car is shut 
down.  NOrmally you have to press the key fob in, to release it.  This will do 
it automatically when the car is turned off.  Its a good one to have 
 
12)  Side turn signal cold check = Module: LMA Kaltueberwachung_blk_v_r and l.  
Change to nicht_aktiv. 

http://www.m5board.com/vbulletin/e63-bmw-m6-forum-bmw-m6-convertible-m6board-com/172542-dyi-_coding-e63-e64-updated-02-21-2011-a-7.html
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This is only if when you use LED's in the side directionals, they give you an error. 
 Your'e not getting that, so its not really necessary.  My side 9 LED bulbs, gave an error, 
so I stopped the bulb check 
 
13)   Gas tank to empty is approx 20 miles. Module: KOMBI =  
tank_schwelle_reserve. wert 03>02.  
This will decrease the remaining miles to empty, before the 'low fuel' light comes on.  
I used wert 02 which is about 20 miles left.  I hated the warning at 1/4 tank.  You can 
even make it 10 miles at wert 01.  Don't suggest that low however 
 
14) AE's as DRL's = Module: LMA2 =  module verhalten_drl_tfl_33>drl_s.  And 
drl_tfl_sml_33>aktiv. 
This will do two things when both are coded.  It will keep your AE's on anytime the car is 
on. AE's will be on as DRL's. The second one allows the iDrive to contral the AE's as 
DRL's (off/on) instaed of the center OEM DDRL lights.  The OEM DRL lights (which 
double as flah to pass high beams), will still work as high beams, but not as AE's any 
longer.  You definitely want this 
 
15) PDC on in reverse off when not.  Module: PDC = aktiv/deaktiv> rueckwaertsgang 
instead of weg_geschw 
Ever notice when the rear cam and OEM 'getting to close to an object, indicator is on, 
and you put the car in drive it takes a few seconds (4-7 seconds) for the display to go 
back to the normal screen?  This will immediately put the iDrive display back to normal 
as soon as you put the car back in drive 
 
16) Outside mirrors fold: Side view mirrors fold automatically. 
Module =  CAS.  komfortschliessung_fb. aktiv and komfortschliessung_pa aktiv.  Plus 
code the KGM to beiklappen_b_komfortscht.  Change to  acktiv.   
Press and hold key fob for 2 seconds to lock the doors and mirrors fold up. 
Press and hold door handle key slot for 2 seconds to lock doors and mirrors fold up. 
 
17) Disabling AE's fault message on E6x.  Module = LMA 

FEHLERMELDUNG_CC_TFL_L = (bulb inserted)  Change code to nicht_aktiv. 

FEHLERMELDUNG_CC_TFL_R 

KALTUEBERWACHUNG_TFL_L =  (cold monitoring) Change code to nicht_aktiv 

KALTUEBERWACHUNG_TFL_R 

WARMUEBERWACHUNG_TFL_L = (Warm monitoring) Change code to nicht_aktiv 

WARMUEBERWACHUNG_TFL_R 

 
Definitions: 

KALTERUEBERWACHUNG = Cold Monitoring. 

aktiv = Active 
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nicht_aktic = Not active. 

 

BLK = Blinkers (turn signals) 

V = Front 

H= Rear 

BLK V 2 = Front 

L = Left 

R = Right 

 

A few lines of code from the LMA module before modification: 

KALTUEBERWACHUNG_BLK_V_L (side turns) aktiv. (change to nicht_aktiv) 

 

KALTUEBERWACHUNG_BLK_V_R (side turns), aktiv (change to nicht_aktiv) 

 

KALTUEBERWACHUNG_BLK_H_L (rear turns), aktiv 

 

KALTUEBERWACHUNG_BLK_H_R (rear turns), aktiv 

 

KALTUEBERWACHUNG_BLK_2_VL (front turns), aktiv 

 

KALTUEBERWACHUNG_BLK_2_VR (front turns), aktiv  

 

Thanks to Allan / Zerocks1! 
 
whatheheck / Dan L.  Jan 6, 2013 


